
FREESTYLE PRO FIRMWARE TECHNICAL NOTES  

Kinesis recommends backing up any custom layout files before installing new firmware. 

VERSION 1.0.473 (BETA)  

1) “Hyper” and “Meh” keys: Use the tokens [hyper] and [meh] in a layout file to send a multi-modifier 
command that can be combined with another key for use with custom shortcuts via 3rd party software. 

Hyper = Left Shift + Left Control + Left Alt + Left Windows 

• Syntax: [caps]>[hyper] 

Meh = Left Shift + Left Control + Left Alt 

• Syntax: [lwin]>[meh] 

2) Tap and Hold actions: Use the token [t&hxxx] to assign two unique actions to a single key (where xxx 
is the “timing delay” from 1ms to 999ms). The Tap action occurs when the key is pressed and released 
faster than the timing delay, and the Hold action occurs when the key is pressed and held longer than 
the timing delay.  

Examples:  

Caps Lock becomes Control when held for longer than 250ms 

• Syntax: [caps]>[caps][t&h250][lctrl] 

Left Shift becomes Escape when tapped & released in less than 100ms 

• Syntax: [lshft]>[esc][t&h100][lshft] 

*Note: Both of these features require Direct Editing of the text file and are not currently supported in 
the v1.6.1 of the SmartSet App. 
 

VERSION 1.0.372  

Includes the following features for power-users of macros: 

1) More Macros: Program up 100 macros per layout with a total cap of 7,200 macro characters, 
which translates to 24 max-length macros (~300 characters) or 100 shorter macros (~72 
characters), or anything in between. 

 
2) Custom Macro Delays: For enhanced macro performance, you can now add a timing delay 

ranging between 1ms and 999ms to any delay. Use the Special Actions > Internal Delays menu in 



the Macro Editor on the SmartSet App, or create your own token in the layout.txt file {dxxx} by 
specifying a 3 digit time value in milliseconds.  
 

3) Random Macro Delays: For certain gaming applications, it may be desirable to configure an 
undetectable macro by inserting random timing delays (ranging from 1ms to 999ms) into the 
macro so that each instance of playback is unique. Use the Special Actions > Internal Delays 
menu in the Macro Editor on the SmartSet App, or insert the token {dran} into the layout.txt file.  

*Note: Download SmartSet App v1.6.1 for Windows and Mac for access to the above features. 

 


